‘BOTTLED WITH LOVE
Synopsis
After being stood up by a boyfriend on the day of her friend’s wedding, Abbey Lawrence (Bethany
Joy Lenz), a normally reserved, career-focused executive from Boston, impulsively decides to
pour out her feelings in an anonymous letter and admit her desire to find love, seals it in a bottle
and tosses it into Boston Harbor. Months later, the bottle washes ashore in Maine and is
discovered by Nick Everson (Andrew Walker), son of the CEO of the company where Abbey works
and is about to secure the biggest deal of her career.
When Nick is called home to help with his father’s company, he discovers the letter in his luggage
and decides to contact the mystery woman with the only information he has – an email. Abbey
is shocked at first to learn her letter was discovered, but with some help from her trusted Aunt
Frances (Frances Flanagan), she decides to engage the online stranger. Back at work, Abbey is
frustrated to learn that she’s being asked by her boss, Mr. Everson (Barclay Hope) to work with
Nick on the deal she brought to the company which was going to get her a big promotion. It’s
clear from the start they have two different working styles and are not going to get along, and
when Abbey’s deal falls through, things only get worse. However, the one bright spot in Abbey’s
life is her new-found friend online who seems genuinely interested in her. Without knowing each
other’s identity, Abbey and Nick begin an online relationship which eventually becomes a budding
romance. At the same time, they are barely able to tolerate each other at work.
After a second attempt at securing a new acquisition for the company fails, Nick becomes
determined to make the third try a success and enlists the help of Abbey in his plan. She notices
and admires his dedication for the first time and begins to find him somewhat endearing, but she
has no idea that Nick has also accidentally discovered she is the mystery woman he’s been
chatting with. When a stroke of luck helps them secure the big deal they had been seeking, Nick
decides to reveal he is also the man who’s been chatting with her, but Abbey’s reaction is not
what he anticipated. She feels lied to and manipulated because he discovered her identity but
did not tell her immediately.
With his sister Sophie’s (Katherine Elizabeth Isaac) wedding coming up, and knowing Abbey will
be there, Nick decides to put his own heart on the line and make a bold statement to win the
heart of the woman he so clearly loves.
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